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ARCHIMEDES
AND THE POWER OF MATH

TEACHERS’ GUIDE
Thank you very much for bringing your students to see ARCHIMEDES & The Power of Math!
I hope you and your charges enjoy the show. This show was developed not to teach math (which
I don’t presume to be qualified for) but to show young students some of the incredible things
they can achieve with math if they just stick with it. In my research I learned very early on that
Math is indeed “cool, fun and powerful!” You math teachers already know that. I had to
re-learn it. And I hope I can pass some of that excitement along to your kids.

We actually know very little about Archimedes. And what we do know
comes from second- or third-hand sources. Here’s what we know:
He was born in Syracuse on Sicily around 287 BC. He may have been related
to Herio II, the ruler of Syracuse. We have no record of a wife or children.
He likely studied in Alexandria, Egypt. He lived for seventy-five years before
being killed during a Roman invasion of Sicily during the Second Punic War,
212 BC. Tradition says he was killed by a Roman soldier when he refused to
leave his geometric studies. His final words were, “Don’t disturb my circles!”
Other quotes: “Give me a place to stand and a lever long enough and I will
move the earth.” “Eureka!” “Rise above oneself and grasp the world!”

HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
INVENTIONS
LARGEST SHIP IN ANCIENT WORLD
ARCHIMEDES SCREW
IMPROVED BLOCK AND TACKLE
IMPROVED CATAPULT
ODOMETER
PLANETARIUM
“WEAPONS OF MATH DESTRUCTION”

DISCOVERIES
PRINCIPLE OF DENSITY

‘Legend of Golden Crown’

METHODOLOGY OF LEVERS

MATHEMATICS
DEVISED SYSTEM FOR CALCULATING HUGE NUMBERS
DETERMINED VOLUME AND AREA OF A SPHERE
EQUALS 2/3 OF CYLINDER THAT CONTAINS IT
DETERMINED VALUE OF PI BETWEEN 3 1/7 AND 3 10/71
Through “Proof by Contradiction” and “Method of Exhaustion”
(Not sure what those are but, as teachers, I figured you could relate to the terms!)

THE MATH TRICKS
A FEW TONGUE-IN-CHEEK MATH TRICKS BEFORE THE SHOW !
Use the same number three
times to get the sum SIXTY. But
that number cannot be twenty!

Add a single line to the following
equation to make it true! But the
line cannot go thru the equal sign!

55
+

+

60

5 + 5 + 5 = 550

5

5 + 5 + 5 = 550

60
Re-arrange the following
symbols and numbers into a
true equation

Can you put one mathematical
symbol between the 5 and 9
below to produce a number
between 5 and 9?

5

2 3 4 5 + =
4 + 5 = 32*

9

Use a decimal point to make it 5.9!*

*I realize that some of your children may not have learned the concepts of decimal points and exponents.
I give a simplified explanation of what they are during the show.
A simple enough explanation so that I can use them a little bit later on.

THE SHOW
The show is broken up into roughly four parts highlighting four branches of mathematics:
ARITHMETIC — Numbers, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division

The Number Zero, Roman Numerals, The Number Pi
ALGEBRA — How Numbers Work together

Recognizing Patterns
GEOMETRY — The Study of Shapes

How Formulas Can Describe Complex Shapes
TRIGONOMETRY— Using The Properties of A Right Triangle to Solve Problems

They’re Using This Already, They Just Don’t Know It!
The Sine Wave in Jump-Roping & Hearing Sound And along the way we hint at Math History, the Ancient World and…

THE LEGEND OF THE GOLDEN CROWN
(I know the science here is sketchy. But it takes too long to explain the implausibility of measuring
minute volumes in the ancient world as opposed to the ease of comparing densities!)
And

THE WEAPONS OF MATH DESTRUCTION
Because there’s nothing like shooting something or burning something up
to capture a kid’s attention!
AND this is pretty historically accurate.
You might check out the MYTHBUSTERS episodes I mention online!
(Because unfortunately the only other thing that captures a kid’s attention
is when you shoot something or burn something up on television!)
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Some Web Stuff You’ll Like!
The function of exponents is nicely shown by several “Powers of Ten” videos on YouTube.
“The MegaPenny Project” on several sites demonstrates it really well using, what else, pennies!
Search “Galloping Gertie” on Youtube to see the largest Sine Wave ever,
The Tacoma Narrows Bridge, falling victim to strong winds and some bad math in its design.
And finally, The Fibonacci Sequence described on this manual’s last page
is beautifully illustrated as nature’s inspiration for the formation of a Nautilus’ shell
in a Youtube video called “Nature by Numbers,” by Johan Troch.

The Latest and Greatest Math Websites
For Your Students’ Edification and Education

Covers all the Basics with Simple Explanations and Friendly Graphics
My Personal Favorite...

A lot of this may be above your kids’ heads.
But it’s a great source for the amazing things Math can do.

From The Beauty of Math, Simple & Complex!

“The Seed of Life”

Nested Polygons

The Maurer Rose

...To Classic Mathematical Impossibilities!

“The Impossible Fork”

“The Freemish Crate”

“The Necker Cube”

During the show we mention that many mathematical breakthroughs came about when someone
recognized a pattern in a series of numbers (your students have been doing this since Kindergarten).
Basically, what comes next?

But in the third series (Multiples of Nine) a second pattern is present.
If you add the digits of any multiple of nine, the result is nine!
2+7=9

5+4=9

And this is true of any multiple of nine!
No matter how large!
Try 261 ?
How about 17,523 ?
How about 2,427,912 ?

2+6+1=9

1+7+5+2+3=18

261/9=29
1+8=9

2+4+2+7+9+1+2=27

17,523/9=1947

2+7=9

2,427,932/9=269768

The NINE WHIZZER Rule!
Useful? Maybe not so much. But it does let us perform a pretty cool mind-reading trick!
The large example numbers above were selected because their digits added up to nine.
What if a large number was generated randomly by an audience member and a multiple of nine?
Not as hard as you might imagine!
By having an audience member generate a number 8 or 9 digits long by multiplying single digits on a
calculator, the resultant humongous number is almost assuredly a multiple of nine!
At some point the volunteer hits 9, 3 twice or a 3 and a 6. 6=2x3, remember?
You now have an enormous multiple of nine!
Have the volunteer write the number down without you seeing it.
Here’s one I just made up on my calculator:

60,963,840
Have the volunteer mark one of the digits. Say, the 3. Now you have:

60,963,840
Ask the volunteer to slowly read all the digits from left to right except for his marked number.
Add those numbers in your heads as he reads them:

6 + 0 + 9 + 6 + 8 + 4 + 0 = 33
3 +3 + 6
But your digits have to equal 9! What’s the missing number?

9—6=3
And that’s the exact number he marked! You’re only in trouble if the marked number is 9 or 0
because your sum will be 9!
Time for fancy footwork! Say you can see the missing number and can tell it’s round. Ask,
“Does it have a tale?”
If “yes,” it’s a 9. If “no,” it’s a zero!

HERE’S A MORE ADVANCD PATTERN THAT WE DON’T GET TO EXPLORE IN THE SHOW
BUT CAN BE USED FOR AN AMAZING TRICK

A volunteer creates a random series of ten numbers by choosing two single digit numbers, say 3 &
5. The volunteer then adds those two numbers together. 3 + 5 = 8
Then add the sum to the last digit to generate the next number. 5 + 8 = 13.
Continue until you have a series of ten numbers, in this case:

3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 144 233
Then challenge the volunteer to add those numbers up faster than you
using paper & pencil, calculator, whatever.
Before your victim barely begins, you announce you answer.

605
How did you add so quickly? It’s not really a random series of numbers
even though the volunteer can choose any two numbers with which to start.
It’s called a Fibonacci Sequence! It has several unique properties.
The one we’re interested in is very, very obscure:
The sum of the first ten numbers of a Fibonacci Sequence
equals the seventh number multiplied by eleven!
(I told you it was very, very obscure!)
In this case,

55 x 11 = 605
But how do I multiply a number by eleven in my head so quickly?!
Aye, there’s the rub!
(And a handy mathematical shortcut more useful than the Fibonacci Series itself!)
To multiply a two digit number by eleven, you separate the two digits by a space
and place the sum of the two numbers in the middle! (If the sum has two digits,
as in this case, you carry the first digit.)

55
5

5

5 5+5 5
5

10

5

5+1 0 5
605
What other secrets does the Fibonacci Sequence hold?
If you divide any number by the number in front of it,
the quotient is very close to the Golden Ratio of 1.618034.
A Fibonacci Sequence can be used to describe the spiral of a Nautilus shell.
A reverse Fibonacci Sequence is used for predicting stock prices,
Fibonacci was the nickname of Leonardo Bogolio, an Italian mathematician who lived around 1200.
Besides his sequence, he also spread the use of Hindu-Arabic numerals we use today to Europe
replacing Roman numerals! Look him up online!
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